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Abstract

Due to the poor generalization performance of traditional
empirical risk minimization (ERM) in the case of distribu-
tional shift, Out-of-Distribution (OoD) generalization algo-
rithms receive increasing attention. However, OoD general-
ization algorithms overlook the great variance in the quality
of training data, which significantly compromises the accu-
racy of these methods. In this paper, we theoretically reveal
the relationship between training data quality and algorithm
performance and analyze the optimal regularization scheme
for Lipschitz regularized invariant risk minimization. A novel
algorithm is proposed based on the theoretical results to alle-
viate the influence of low-quality data at both the sample level
and the domain level. The experiments on both the regres-
sion and classification benchmarks validate the effectiveness
of our method with statistical significance.

1 Introduction
Traditional empirical risk minimization (Vapnik 1998) fo-
cuses on in-distribution generalization under the assump-
tion that training and testing data are independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.). In practice, however, it is com-
mon that the distribution of the training and testing data
differ greatly, which has motivated the research of Out-of-
Distribution (OoD) generalization (Gulrajani and Lopez-Paz
2021; Arjovsky 2020; Li et al. 2018b; Yan et al. 2020; Ar-
jovsky et al. 2019). In this work, we identify a common but
often overlooked problem under the setting of OoD general-
ization – the varying quality of training data among samples
(or instances) and across domains1 – which could severely
hurt model performance in some cases.

We focus on two types of quality of training data: the den-
sity of data and the noise (or error2) rate of data. Training
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1A domain is a data source or a data group via artificial data seg-
mentation based on prior knowledge of data distribution (Sagawa
et al. 2019; Arjovsky et al. 2019)

2In the rest of the paper, we omit “error” and error is implied

data in the ranges of low density or with high noise rate
are deemed as low-quality data. The variance in data quality
mainly exists at two levels, the sample level and the domain
level, and we need to address the problem at both levels.

Our intuition to address the data quality problem is that,
when applying any OoD generalization algorithm, low-
quality data should be detected and regularized (penalized)
differently from normal-quality data. The main challenge is
how to properly regularize each sample and domain since
the numbers of samples and domains are usually quite
large. We base our method on one of the most influen-
tial OoD generalization paradigms: invariant risk minimiza-
tion (IRM) (Arjovsky et al. 2019).To overcome the afore-
mentioned challenge, we propose Lipschitz regularized IRM
(LipIRM) loss with varied regularization coefficients on dif-
ferent samples and domains. We then theoretically reveal the
links among algorithm performance, data quality (in terms
of the density of the data and variance of the noise) and reg-
ularization. Based on the theoretical analysis, we propose
a regularization scheme that is optimal in the sense that it
minimizes the distance between the estimated model and the
ground truth model (measured by Eq. 3).

Our contributions are summarized as follows: (i) We iden-
tify the performance degeneration of the OoD generalization
algorithms when trained on data of varied quality, and we
provide the first solution to this problem. (ii) We theoreti-
cally derive the optimal regularization scheme for IRM with
the Lipschitz regularizer. (iii) Based on the theoretical anal-
ysis, we propose a novel algorithm named Regularization
Penalty Optimization (RPO) to address the data quality vari-
ance problem, which is via sample-wise and domain-wise
regularization. (iv) We conduct extensive experiments on
publicly available real-world datasets, and the results show
that RPO outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms.

2 Preliminaries
OoD Generalization. In the setting of OoD generaliza-
tion, a predictor (e.g., neural network) is trained on multi-
ple training datasets generated from different domains and is

when we say “noise”.



evaluated on unseen testing domains (Gulrajani and Lopez-
Paz 2021). Let Eall and Etr ⊂ Eall denote the set of
all possible domains and the set of the domains generat-
ing the available training datasets, respectively. Let De ,
{(x(i)

e , y
(i)
e )}Ne

i=1 denotes the dataset generated from the do-
main e, where e ∈ Eall, x(i)

e ∈ X is the features of the
i-th sample, y(i)

e ∈ Y is the corresponding label and Ne
is the sample size of domain e. Given the training datasets
Dtr , {De | e ∈ Etr}, the goal of the OoD problem is to
minimize the maximum risk across all the domains, namely
to minimize maxe∈Eall

Re(f), where f ∈ F : X → Y is
the predictor, and Re(f) is the risk evaluated in domain e.

IRM. Under the framework of IRM, the predictor f is de-
composed into a concatenation of a representation function
Φ : X → H and a classifier w : H → Y , i.e. f = w ◦ Φ.
To guarantee the existence of the unified optimal predictor
over Eall, IRM utilizes the invariant condition (Ahuja et al.
2021), which assumes that there exists a data representation
Φ∗ inducing an invariant predictorw∗◦Φ∗, where the classi-
fier w∗ is optimal over all training domains, simultaneously
(i.e. ∀e ∈ Etr,w∗ ∈ arg minw̄:H→Y R

e(w̄◦Φ∗)). It searches
for such invariant predictor w ◦Φ by minimizing the empir-
ical risk with an extra constraint on the unified optimality of
w, that is

min
Φ:X→H
w:H→Y

∑
e∈Etr

Re(w ◦ Φ),

s.t. w ∈ arg min
w̄:H→Y

Re(w̄ ◦ Φ∗),∀e ∈ Etr.

In order to solve the above bi-leveled optimization prob-
lem, IRM utilizes the augmented Lagrangian method to
transfer the constraint to a gradient regularization on each
domain e. At last, the object function of IRM is expressed as

min
Φ:X→H
w:H→Y

∑
e∈Etr

Re(Φ) + η‖∇w|w=1.0R
e(wΦ)‖22,

where the classifierw reduces to a scalar and fixed “dummy”
classifier; Φ becomes the entire invariant predictor; η is the
unified IRM regularization coefficient, which, later in our
setting, will vary across domains and serve as the tool of
downweighting the domains with low-quality data.

Lipschitz regularization. Lipschitz regularization is first
used in the statistical regression problems (Wang, Du, and
Shen 2013) and recently proved to have a better general-
ization guarantee (Wei and Ma 2019, 2020) and be a suf-
ficient condition for the smoothness of the representation
function (Shui, Wang, and Gagné 2021) in the deep learning
context. It penalizes the gradient of the output of the model
corresponding to input features. Moreover, the strength of
the penalties can be designed individually for each sam-
ple. So, we can assign large Lipschitz regularization penal-
ties to the low-quality data to prevent the model from fit-
ting on them. By doing this, the negative influence of the
low-quality data is mitigated by the Lipschitz regularization.
Comparatively, the techniques which punish uniformly on
the entire model, such as ln norm regularization, cannot fil-
ter out the low-quality data and thus lacks the robustness
against the low-quality data.

Symbol Description

f∗(x) The ground true function projecting from X to Y .
f̂(x) The estimation of the ground true function.
R(f̂) The expected MSE of the f̂ used to evaluate the

goodness of f̂ .
ηe The penalty coefficient before the IRM

regularization of domain e.
λ The scale of the penalty coefficient before the

Lipschitz regularization.
ρ(x) The relative value of penalty coefficient before the

Lipschitz regularization for input feature x.
r̂e(x) The empirical probability density of input feature x

in domain e.
re(x) The true probability density of input x in domain e.
r(x) The summation of the true density of x over

training domains.
σ2
e(x) The variance of the noise of input x in domain e.
r̂e,k The groupwise average of r̂e(x) in the k-th group.
σ2
e,k The groupwise average of σ2

e(x) in the k-th group.
Ne The sample size of domain e.

Table 1: Frequently Used Symbols

3 Our Method
As discussed in Section 1, data quality variance exists at two
levels, the sample-level and the domain-level, so we propose
a Lipschitz regularized IRM (LipIRM) loss to realize the dif-
ferent regularization at each level. Our key insight is that
the second term of the IRM objective function may be re-
garded as a domain-level regularization to the ERM loss, and
Lipschitz regularization may further add different sample-
level penalties to different samples. Formally, our proposed
LipIRM loss is

L(f,X, Y ) =
∑
e∈Etr

Re(Φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ERM

+
∑
e∈Etr

ηe‖∇w|w=1.0R
e(wΦ)‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸

IRM regularization

+ λ

∫
X
ρ(x)[f ′(x)]2dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lipschitz regularization

, (1)

where λ is a hyperparameter for the Lipschitz regulariza-
tion on the whole set of samples, ηe is a hyperparameter for
the IRM regularization in domain e, and ρ(x) is a hyper-
parameter for the Lipschitz regularization on each sample
x. The LipIRM loss consists of three terms, the ERM term,
the IRM regularization term (the above-mentioned domain-
level regularization), and the Lipschitz regularization term
(the above-mentioned sample-level regularization). We call
these two regularization terms collectively the LipIRM reg-
ularization. Note that, the larger the ηe, the more the model
fits the training samples in domain e; in contrast, the larger
the ρ(x), the less the model fits the sample x. Therefore, if a
domain has low data quality, ηe should be made small, and
if a sample has low quality, ρ(x) should be made large. Un-
like the usual approach of grid search to obtain the values for



these hyperparameters, we will theoretically derive the opti-
mal values for them below. Table 1 summarizes frequently
used symbols. When there is no ambiguity, we simplify the
notation of function by removing its argument. For example,
sometimes we may abbreviate f(x) to f .

The estimated optimal model f̂ (e.g. a well-trained neural
network) is obtained by minimizing the loss in Eq. (1), i.e.,

f̂ = arg min
f∈F

L(f,X, Y ). (2)

We assume there is an underlying ground truth f∗ ∈ F ,
and for each sample (x

(i)
e , y

(i)
e ) in domain e, label y(i)

e

equals f∗(x
(i)
e ) plus a relatively small noise εe(x

(i)
e ), i.e.

y
(i)
e = f∗(x

(i)
e )+εe(x

(i)
e ), and the mean of the noise εe(x

(i)
e )

is zero. Denote the variance of εe(x
(i)
e ) by σ2

e(x
(i)
e ), which

varies across different domains and samples. To measure the
goodness of f̂ , the expectation of the mean square error (ex-
pected MSE for short) is used to calculate the distance be-
tween f̂ and f∗, which is defined as

R(f̂) = E
[ ∫
X

[f̂(x)− f∗(x)]2dx
]
, (3)

where the expectation is taken over the noise {εe | e ∈ Etr}.
Finding the optimal f̂ is equivalent to minimizing R(f̂).
As our analysis will show later, deriving the optimal solu-
tion for generic cases is difficult, because deriving the ex-
plicit expression of R(f̂) for high-dimensional function f̂
involves solving an intractable system of partial differential
equations. Therefore, we first focus our theoretical analy-
sis on a simple case of one-dimensional regression problem,
where X = [0, 1] and Re(f) is the mean square loss. Un-
der this setting, with mild assumptions, the analytical form
of R(f̂) can be obtained as given by Theorem 1 below. We
discuss in the end of Section 3.2 how our method may be ex-
tended to more generic cases, and our extensive experimen-
tal study validates the effectiveness of our method in generic
cases.

3.1 Closed-form relationship amongR(f̂), data
quality and LipIRM regularization

We show in Theorem 1 that in the simple case of one-
dimensional regression problem, R(f̂) can be expressed as
a closed-form formula of the quality of the training data and
the LipIRM regularization. Since the training data are given
and the statistics representing the data quality can be esti-
mated from the training data, the theorem can guide us to
adjust the regularization hyperparameters according to the
estimated data quality so thatR(f̂) is minimized.

Before presenting the theorem, we introduce some nota-
tions. Let δ(·) denote the Dirac delta function. For each do-
main e ∈ Etr, let function r̂e(x) , 1

Ne

∑Ne

i=1 δ(x − x
(i)
e )

represents the empirical density of x in domain e, and func-
tion re(x) represent the true density of x in domain e. Let
r(x) ,

∑
e∈Etr re(x) denote the summation of the true den-

sity at x.

Further, we make the following assumptions: (i) ρ(x) is
chosen to satisfy that ∀x ∈ [0, 1], ρ(x) is positive, and
ρ(x) is an analytic function; (ii) ∀x ∈ [0, 1], r(x) is posi-
tive and analytic; (iii) f∗ is third-order differentiable, which
usually holds in mainstream models; (iv) λ � 1, which
holds since the regularization term usually has a weight less
than 0.1; (v) the noise εe(x) is small compared with f∗(x).
That is, let us decompose εe(x) as εe(x) = τe(x)υ, where
υ is a random variable with E[υ] = 0 and Var[υ] = 1,
τe(x) is a deterministic function. Then τe(x) should satisfy
supx∈[0,1]

∣∣∣ τe(x)
f∗(x)

∣∣∣� 1.

Theorem 1 (Evaluation of the expected MSER(f̂)). s

R(f̂) =

∫ 1

0

[
E2[f̂(t)− f∗(t)] + Var[f̂(t)− f∗(t)]

]
dt,

where

E2[f̂(x)− f∗(x)] =

λ2

 [ρ(x)f ′∗(x)]′

r(x)
−
∑
e∈Etr

r̂e(x)f∗(x)

4ηer(x)
∫ 1

0
r̂3e(t)
r2(t)f

2
∗ (t)dt

2

,

Var[f̂(x)− f∗(x)] =
1√
λ

∑
e∈Etr

r̂e(x)σ2
e(x)

Ner(x)
√
r(x)ρ(x)

.

The crux of proving Theorem 1 is the evaluation of f̂ ,
which is achieved as follows. Eq. (2) formulates an opti-
mization problem on the functional space, without limiting
the analysis to a specific parameterized model. Based on
the functional analysis, we derive the sufficient and neces-
sary condition for f̂ , which is an equation including high
order derivative of f̂ . We then convert the evaluation of f̂ to
a boundary value problem, which largely involves solving
complicated differential equations. To solve these compli-
cated partial differential equations, we utilize the technique
of Green functions (Stone and Goldbart 2009). After obtain-
ing f̂ , substituting it into Eq. (3) completes the proof. See
Appendix B.1-B.6 for the detailed derivation.

Based on Theorem 1, we derive the LipIRM regulariza-
tion scheme that minimizesR(f̂), which we call the optimal
LipIRM regularization scheme, in Section 3.2.

3.2 Optimal LipIRM Regularization
We derive the values of the hyperparameters λ, ηe, and ρ for
the optimal LipIRM regularization. First, we find the opti-
mal value for λ by computing the partial derivative ofR(f̂)

in Theorem 1 over λ. We obtain that λ = (
∑
e∈Etr

1
Ne

)
2
5 .

See details in Appendix B.7.
Next, we find optimal values of ρ and ηe. Instead

of finding the optimal continuous function ρ∗, we pa-
rameterize ρ as a group-wise constant function, then
find the optimal group-wise ρ. More specifically, suppose
the support of x can be divided into K small groups,
[x0, x1), [x1, x2), · · · , [xK−1, xK). For the k-th group, k =
1, · · · ,K, we use the constant ρk as the Lipschitz regular-
ization penalty for all of the x in this group. We further con-
strain that the data samples belonging to the same group are



in the same domain. It turns out that the optimal ηe and ρ are
related to the variance of the noise σ2

e(x) and the empirical
density r̂e(x), for x ∈ X and e ∈ Etr. Instead of estimating
σ2
e(x) and r̂e(x) for each x ∈ X and e ∈ Etr, we also use

the group-wise average to approximate them. For all of the
samples in domain e and the k-th group, let σ2

e,k denote their
average variance of the noise, and let r̂e,k denote their aver-
age empirical density. The following proposition provides
the estimation of the optimal ηe and ρ. The main idea of the
proof is to let the derivative of R(f̂) be zero corresponding
to ηe and ρ. See Appendix B.8 for the details.

Proposition 1. For domain e ∈ Etr and group k =
1, · · · ,K, the optimal ρ∗k and optimal η∗e are

ρ∗k =
1

4
2
5

∑
e∈Etr

(
σe,k
r̂e,k

) 4
5

1e,k,

η∗e =
Ne

4
7
5

[
K∑
k=1

(
σe,k
r̂e,k

) 4
5

1e,k

]−1

,

where the indicator 1e,k = 1 if the k-th group contains the
data samples in domain e, and 1e,k = 0 otherwise.

The optimal ρ∗k is proportional to σ
4
5

e,k and r̂−
4
5

e,k , which in-
dicates that we should fit more on the data samples that have
high density and less noise. The optimal η∗e is proportional
to Ne, which indicates that LipIRM should fit more on the
domain with sufficient data samples. Another factor in η∗e is

the reciprocal of the weighted sum of r̂−
4
5

e,k , whose weight

is an exponent of the variance of the noise σ
4
5

e,k. Then we
have the following observations for η∗e : (i) In domain e, if
the variance of the noise is a constant, the more density vari-
ance e has, the smaller η∗e is; (ii) In domain e, the greater the
variance of the noise is, the smaller η∗e is; (iii) In domain e, if
the groups of greater noise have smaller density, η∗e will be
small. In summary, we infer that LipIRM should emphasize
fitting the domains that have small density variance and low
noise rate.

Extension to Generic Cases. So far, our analysis and
derivations have been based on the simple case of one-
dimensional regression problem, where X = [0, 1] and
Re(f) is the mean square loss. For more generic cases of
high-dimensional data or classification tasks, we may not get
nice closed-form expressions like Proposition 1, but the in-
sights provided by Proposition 1 still hold, i.e., for training
data of low quality, ηe should be set small and ρk should be
set large. Thus the expressions in Proposition 1 may still be
reasonable choices of the optimal penalties. In the experi-
mental study, all the datasets are of high-dimensional data.
We have used the method in Section 3.2 for setting the val-
ues of the hyperparameters, and our algorithm performs very
well, outperforming state-of-the-art algorithms significantly.
The experiments in Section 4.4 are for classification tasks,
and our algorithm also performs very well. These validate
the effectiveness of our method for generic cases.

Finally, the empirical LipIRM loss is written as

L̂(f,Dtr) =
∑
e∈Etr

Ne∑
i=1

l(f(x(i)
e ), y(i)

e )

+
∑
e∈Etr

η∗e‖∇w|w=1.0[

Ne∑
i=1

l(wf(x(i)
e ), y(i)

e )]‖22

+ λ
∑
e∈E

Ne∑
i=1

ρ∗(x(i)
e )[f ′(x(i)

e )]2, (4)

where l(·, ·) is the loss function over a sample, ρ∗k and opti-
mal η∗e are the optimal penalties obtained in Proposition 1,
ρ∗(x

(i)
e ) = ρ∗k if sample (x

(i)
e , y

(i)
e ) is in group k.

Discussions on Implementation. There are two steps left
before using the expressions in Proposition 1: (i) grouping
the data and (ii) estimating the statistics (r̂e,k and σ2

e,k). Note
that we should not group the data arbitrarily. For example,
the naive way of evenly dividing after randomly shuffling
the data will make all the groups have similar frequencies
and noise rates, and hence fails to reflect the data quality
variance in the original data. The right way to group the
data should guarantee that the samples in the same group
are close in the feature space and possess similar statistical
properties. This kind of grouping can be treated as a clus-
tering problem with constraints on the statistical similarity
of the data in each cluster, and we can solve it by the axis
parallel subspace clustering algorithm (Kriegel, Kröger, and
Zimek 2009). Specifically, we first select several dominat-
ing features which can be regarded as the main causes of the
statistical heterogeneity and then cluster the samples in the
subspace of these features. The dominated features can be
identified by human experts if the dataset has explicit fea-
tures. In the task of image classification where there are no
explicit features as mentioned by the reviewer, the class la-
bel can be used as the dominated feature, e.g. the samples
with the same digit in the Colored-MNIST or the same type
of the animal (or vehicle) in NICO are grouped into the same
group.

For estimating the statistics, (i) r̂e,k can be estimated
from the empirical density (i.e. r̂e,k =

Ne,k

Ne
, where Ne,k

is the number of samples in domain e and the k-th group).
(ii) Because the variance can be rewritten as σ2

e(x) =
E
[
[εe(x)]2

]
= E

[
[ye(x)−f∗(x)]2

]
, where ye(x) = f∗(x)+

εe(x) is the observed label, and the expectation is taken over
the random noise εe(x). f∗(x) is indeed unknown, so we
propose to replace it with the estimation f̃(x) and approxi-
mate the variance via σ2

e(x) ≈ E
[
[ye(x) − f̃(x)]2

]
. There-

fore, we first train an extra model f̃ and then use the average
prediction error of f̃ over the samples in the domain e and
group k to approximate σ2

e,k. Our algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

4 Experiments
We experimentally evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed algorithm RPO on four datasets, two (Cigar and



Algorithm 1: Regularization Penalty Optimization (RPO)

Require: The training datasets Dtr = {De | e ∈ Etr} and
a parameterized model fθ where θ is the parameters.

1: Randomly initialize the model parameters: θ ← θ′0.
2: For all e and k, ρk ← 1, ηe ← 1
3: fθ′∗ ← SGD with LipIRM loss in Eq. (4) on Dtr

4: For all e and k, estimate r̂e,k, σ2
e,k

5: For all e and k, compute ρ∗k and η∗e using Proposition 1
6: Randomly reinitialize the model parameters: θ ← θ0.
7: fθ∗ ← SGD with LipIRM loss in Eq. (4) on Dtr

Wage) for regression and two (Colored-MNIST and NICO)
for classification. Following existing work on these tasks, all
the results are averaged over multiple runs under the same
setup with different random seeds. For each run, ρi and ηe
in RPO are calculated according to Algorithm 1. Other hy-
perparameters in RPO such as learning rates and batch size
and the hyperparameters in baselines are optimized by grid
research on an independently divided validation set.

4.1 Baselines
We compared with a large number of baselines and listed
blow. The details on them are provided in Appendix C.1. We
evaluate all the 19 baselines for classification tasks. How-
ever, because most of the baselines are designed only for
classification, we evaluate those that can also perform re-
gression (6 of them) for regression tasks.

ERM. For completeness, we add the ERM algorithm into
our baselines to indicate the rationality of the OoD method
and the Lipschitz regularizer. We implement two types of
ERM loss, one with a l2-norm regularizer (ERM + l2), and
the other with a uniform Lipschitz regularizer (ERM + lip).

OoD generalization methods. We compare our meth-
ods with the following OoD generalization methods: AND-
Mask (Parascandolo et al. 2020), CDANN (Li et al. 2018b),
CORAL (Sun and Saenko 2016), DANN (Ganin et al. 2016),
GroupDRO (Sagawa et al. 2019), IGA (Koyama and Yam-
aguchi 2020), and the original IRM (Arjovsky et al. 2019)
with either a uniform l2-norm regularizer (IRM + l2) or
a uniform Lipschitz regularizer (IRM + lip), Mixup (Yan
et al. 2020), MLDG (Li et al. 2018a), MTL (Blanchard et al.
2021), RSC (Huang et al. 2020), SagNet (Nam et al. 2019),
and SD (Pezeshki et al. 2020).

Combination of IRM and methods for learning from im-
balanced or noisy data. In the context of in-distribution
generalization, many algorithms have been proposed to pro-
mote the performance of learning from the imbalanced (Cao
et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019) or noisy data (Li et al. 2019;
Xu et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2019; Huang, Zhang, and Zhang
2020). We select three recently proposed algorithms from
them and combine IRM with each of them to create three
new baselines. We compare our methods with these three
baselines to show that, when learning from imbalanced or
noisy data, simply adopting the ideas in the algorithms built
for in-distribution generalization does not work well for

Cigar Wage

ERM + l2 29.85 ± 2.90∗∗∗ 64.33 ± 13.50∗∗∗
ERM + lip 6.90 ± 0.95∗∗∗ 34.95 ± 7.09∗∗∗
ANDMask 16.63 ± 10.52∗∗∗ 101.01 ± 73.38∗∗∗
IRM + l2 24.79 ± 1.76∗∗∗ 49.16 ± 7.94∗∗∗
IRM + lip 6.80 ± 0.84∗∗∗ 34.93 ± 7.12∗∗∗
MLDG 6.54 ± 3.22∗∗∗ 114.72 ± 85.14∗∗∗

RPO (ours) 4.35 ± 0.33 2.82 ± 1.43

Table 2: Performances on regression datasets Cigar and
Wage, measured by Mean Square Error (MSE) ± its stan-
dard deviation. “***”, “**” and “*” indicate the significance
of the t-test (see Section 4.2).

OoD problems. The algorithms we choose are: an imbal-
anced learning algorithm, LDAM-DRW (Cao et al. 2019),
and a noisy label learning algorithm, Self-Adaptive Training
(SAT) (Huang, Zhang, and Zhang 2020). We also compare
with HAR (Cao et al. 2021) which addresses the imbalance
and label noise in a uniform way by adaptive regularization
technique.

Sample reweighting method for OoD problems. Since
the idea of our algorithm is related to sample reweighting
methods, we compare with CNBB (He, Shen, and Cui 2021)
which is the state-of-the-art that uses sample reweighting to
address OoD generalization problems.

4.2 t-test
The t-test provides a more strict examination of the per-
formance gap between two methods, so besides reporting
the average performance metric (e.g. the mean square error
or the mean accuracy), for each baseline, we carry out the
Welch’s t-test of the null hypothesis that the mean of cer-
tain performance metric of our method is equal to the mean
of that metric of the baseline. The signs “***”,“**” and “*”
in Table 2, Figure 1 and Figure 2 are used to indicate that
the p-value of the t-test is less than 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1, re-
spectively. The more “*” a baseline has, the more significant
performance gain our method has compared to that baseline.

4.3 Regression Experiments
Cigar (Baltagi and Levin 1992; Baltagi 2021) and
Wage (Wooldridge 2016) are two commonly used
datasets on regression tasks in the study of fixed effect
model (Wooldridge 2016; Rosner 2010). These datasets
satisfy the assumption that the statistical differences in
data are caused by only a few dominating features. We
construct different domains by adding different confounders
(or in other words, non-causal features) following the
procedure in (Arjovsky et al. 2019), where the confounders
are generated by different linear transformations of the
label plus Gaussian noises. In the training domains, the
confounders are closely related to the label (in the sense of
Pearson Correlation Coefficient). In the testing domain, the
variances of the Gaussian noises are increased to decorrelate
the confounders with the label. This also makes the scale



Figure 1: Performances on Colored-MNIST under three kinds of data setting (Bad Domain, Bad Group, Mixup). The horizontal
bars indicate the accuracy (ACC) or the Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) of the method. The narrow gray bars indicate the
standard deviation. “***”, “**” and “*” indicate the significance of the t-test (see Section 4.2).

of the confounders in the testing domain much larger than
that in the training domains. So, in the testing domain,
the MSE of the predictor which utilizes the confounders
to draw prediction should be much larger than the MSE
of the predictor which filters out the confounders. We use
this phenomenon to detect whether the OoD generalization
algorithms can successfully learn the causal features. As
shown by the results in Table 2, the MSE of our method is
much smaller than other baselines, especially, on the Wage
dataset. This indicates that our method has the best OoD
performance. Some additional descriptions are shown in
Appendix C.2 to C.4.

4.4 Classification Experiments
Colored-MNIST (Arjovsky et al. 2019) and NICO (He,
Shen, and Cui 2021) are two commonly used datasets for
OoD generalization problem on classification tasks.

Colored-MNIST endows the grayscale MNIST image
with a binary color attribute to simulate the spurious cor-
relation in the training set. We focus on a harder but more
practical setting by introducing density variance and noise
rate variance into Colored-MNIST.

We systematically create 14 experiment settings (see Ap-
pendix C.5) to simulate various kinds of distributions of the
data with density variance and noise rate variance. Here, the
results of setting 1 (Bad Domain3), setting 7 (Bad Group4),
and setting 13 (Mixup5) are shown in Figure 1. An illus-
tration of setting 1 and setting 7 are shown in Figure 3. It
is worth noticing that our method achieves statistical signifi-
cant performance gain over all baselines, except theAUC of

3Bad Domain. There are certain low-quality domains in which
a part of the data has high density variance and noise rate variance.

4Bad Group. Suppose the data can be divided into groups ac-
cording to some prior knowledge. There are certain low-quality
groups suffering from density variance and noise rate variance.

5Mixup. The Bad Group and Bad Domain occur together.

ERM+lip on Setting 1, IRM+l2 on Setting 7, and ERM+lip
on Setting 13, and the ACC of HAR on Setting 7. We at-
tribute these failure cases to the fact that the performance
of these algorithms are unstable. The variances of the AUC
(or ACC) of these baselines are large so that the t-test fails
to distinguish our method from them. Despite lack of sta-
tistical significance in these three comparisons, our method
is stabler (has smaller variance) and achieves better average
performance than them.

NICO consists of real-world photos of animals and ve-
hicles taken in a large variety of contexts, for example “on
snow”, “on beach” and “on grass”. Our version of NICO is a
binary classification problem where the class labelsAnimal
and V ehicle are spuriously correlated to the photo context.
Density variance and noise rate variance are stimulated fol-
lowing the same procedure as generating Setting 13 in our
experiment of Colored-MNIST. As shown in Figure 2, RPO
achieves state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance in terms of
both ACC and AUC. The performance gains are statisti-
cally significant comparing to almost all the baselines. This
demonstrate the utility of RPO in the complex real-world
dataset. Additional descriptions are shown in Appendix C.6.

4.5 Further Discussions
In this subsection, further experimental results are provided.

Visualization of η∗e and ρ∗i . A graphical illustration of
how we generate setting 1 and 7 together with the regular-
ization penalty obtained by RPO are shown in Figure 3. As
shown by the figure, our method successfully downweights
the low-quality domains with smaller IRM penalties and pe-
nalizes the low-quality data groups with larger Lipschitz reg-
ularizations.

Ablation study. RPO (our method) uses the optimized
penalty for both the IRM term and the Lipschitz regulariza-
tion term. We compare RPO with Ablation Study 1: RPO-



Figure 2: Performances on NICO. The horizontal bars indi-
cate the accuracy (ACC) or the Area under the ROC Curve
(AUC) of the method. The narrow gray bars indicate the
standard deviation. “***”, “**” and “*” indicate the signifi-
cance of the t-test (see Section 4.2).

Setting 1
(Bad domain)

Setting 7
(Bad Group)

ACC AUC ACC AUC
RPO-Lip 0.398±1e-2 0.351±2e-3 0.679±3e-2 0.740±5e-2
RPO-Pen 0.616±5e-2 0.649±7e-2 0.544±1e-1 0.555±1e-1

RPO 0.643±4e-2 0.685±4e-2 0.699±8e-2 0.774±1e-1

Table 3: Ablation study on Colored-MNIST, measured by
the accuracy (ACC) or the Area under the ROC Curve
(AUC) ± corresponding standard deviation.

Pen, which uses optimized penalty for the IRM term and
uniform regularization for the Lipschitz regularization term,
and Ablation Study 2: RPO-Lip, which uses uniform regu-
larization for the IRM term and optimized penalty for the
Lipschitz regularization term. As shown in the Table 3, for
the setting with bad domain, domain-wise reweighting is
more effective, and RPO-Pen performs better than RPO-
Lip. However, the setting with bad group benefits more from
the sample-wise reweighting, and RPO-Lip performs better
than RPO-Pen. This is consistent with the intuition that both
domain-wise reweighting and sample-wise reweighting are
necessary, though, they are suitable for different types of
low-quality data distributions. Moreover, the combination
of domain-wise reweighting and sample-wise reweighting
leads to further improvements, outperforming RPO-Pen and
RPO-Lip in both settings.

5 Related Work
Our work is in the field of OoD generalization. Ap-
proaches like Bayesian methods (Neal 2012), data augmen-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Subfigure 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate our setting 1 and
7, respectively. “Domain” is abbreviated to “Dom.” in the
figure. We divide the data in each domain into 10 groups
according to the digit. We corrupt the data belonging to the
groups in blue shadow by downsampling with probability
0.1 and switching their binary label with probability 0.3.
Though only three groups out of thirty have density variance
and noise rate variance, the performance of OoD generaliza-
tion algorithms declines drastically. Subfigure 3(c) and 3(d)
present the (relative values of) weights ηe and ρi obtained
by our method under setting 1 and 7, respectively.

tation (Zhao et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2020a), robust optimiza-
tion (Lee and Raginsky 2018; Hoffman, Mohri, and Zhang
2018), and causal-based methods (Kuang et al. 2018; Rojas-
Carulla et al. 2018; Subbaswamy, Schulam, and Saria 2019;
Shen et al. 2020) are commonly appearing ones. In this pa-
per, we take two types of data quality problems into con-
sideration: the density variance and the noise rate variance.
In the in-distribution generalization setting, the density vari-
ance of data (also named as imbalanced data or long-tailed
data) can be alleviated through reweighting (Cao et al. 2019;
Li, Liu, and Wang 2019), resampling (Byrd and Lipton
2019; Liu et al. 2020b), Bayesian learning (Tian et al. 2020)
and self-supervise learning (Yang and Xu 2020). The noise
rate variance is new for the deep learning context (Cao et al.
2021) and can be connected to the field of noisy data learn-
ing which can be handled by reweighting(Ren et al. 2018;
Shu et al. 2019), self-adaptive learning (Huang, Zhang, and
Zhang 2020), transition matrix estimating (Yao et al. 2020)
and curriculum learning (Jiang et al. 2018). However, as
shown by our experiments, a simple combination of the OoD
generalization algorithms with the long-tailed data learning
or noisy data learning methods cannot achieve the optimal
performance. To recover the performance loss when training
with low-quality data, OoD algorithms need special designs.

6 Conclusion
We have identified the problem of poor performance of OoD
generalization algorithms caused by the varying quality of
training data and provided the first solution to this problem.
By theoretically deriving the optimal regularization scheme
for IRM with Lipschitz regularizer, we have proposed a
novel algorithm named RPO which regularizes via sample-
wise and domain-wise penalties. We have conducted exten-
sive experiments on publicly available real-world datasets
and the results validate the effectiveness of our method.
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